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Chancellor Reynolds Visits Cal State San Bernardino

by Anthony Manning

While Queen Elizabeth was visiting Los Angeles, Cal State San Bernardino was visited by a "queen" of sorts this past Monday. Dr. W. Ann Reynolds, Chancellor of the California State University system, toured our campus officially for the first time. She previously visited in November, 1982, for a California State Student Association conference.

Reynolds had an extremely tight schedule, meeting with faculty, staff, and students all day. Fortunately, the grey skies did not dampen her spirits as she enthusiastically reviewed buildings and chatted informally with members of the college and surrounding communities.

Dr. Reynolds held an open forum with students in the Student Union lounge from 2:00 to 3:00 p.m. The warmth given off by the fireplace made the Chancellor and the students more comfortable and helped to relax tensions. The informality of the forum and the Chancellor's candid attitude was well received by the students.

After an introduction by Associated Students president Elise Traynum, Chancellor Reynolds gave a brief opening address. Many students were wearing "No Tuition" buttons, provided by the A.S., and the Chancellor was quite pleased to see them.

"I am very happy to see many of you wearing "No Tuition" buttons. The issue of fee increases in the CSU is of paramount concern to me. On the day of Governor (George) Deukmejian's inauguration, we were hit with a 2% 'de-allocation' of funds, something which deeply disturbed me. Next year, students might as well address the checks they write at registration to Sacramento, because that is where the money is going to go."  

Since her selection as CSU Chancellor, Dr. Reynolds has been extremely pro-student and pro-extremely pro-student and anti-tuition. Dr. Reynolds had been provost of Ohio State University for three years. She was in charge of academic affairs for six campuses at OSU, a system which offered 6,700 courses in over 200 fields of study.

Dr. Reynolds began her teaching career in the Biology Department of Cal State University. She later taught with the anatomy faculty of the University of Illinois Medical Center. She is a developmental biologist, who has specialized in fetal growth and nutrition.

Dr. Reynolds is an associate fellow of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, recipient of the Prize Award of the Central Association of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, and a member of numerous scientific associations. Her research over the years has been supported by the National Institute of Health, the National Foundation, Gerber and G.D. Searle and Co., and many other organizations.

The floor was opened up to students for questions following the Chancellor's address. Lee Ann Overstreet, Associated Students Executive Assistant, asked what the best thing for students at Cal State San Bernardino to do in order to combat fee increases.

"Simply protest the fee increases. You need to have your voices heard in Sacramento," the Chancellor replied. "Various faculty and staff organizations have been heard in the capital, but unless the legislators hear students, they'll assume you're going to sit back and take it. You must make it evident that there will be a hardship on all of you if fees are continually increased. The legislators are not convinced that an increase in fees will dramatically decrease enrollment in the CSU. Stress that point to them."

Another student, Ronet Lev, who will be graduating in June, told the Chancellor that she received an excellent education at CSCSB, but was afraid that soon "we would be sacrificing quantity for quantity (sic)."  

"Unfortunately," said Dr. Reynolds, "many legislators forget their past. Many of them received their education in the CSU, and now that they are in a position to help their 'alma mater,' they are not."

Dr. Reynolds is strongly supportive of CSCSB's efforts to initiate an intercollegiate athletic program here on campus. "I feel that an interesting, intriguing, and viable intercollegiate athletic program is necessary for students. There are different ways of going about setting up a program on-campus, and Dr. Evans (CSCSB President Dr. Anthony Evans) is going about it the right way (with a special task force)."

When asked if she would support an intercollegiate athletic program at the expense of academic cutbacks, the Chancellor said, "I cannot back any effort which would cutback academic areas. But I don't think that will be the case here at Cal State San Bernardino."

The Chancellor was presented with a potted cactus as a memento of her visit to Cal State San Bernardino by Ms. Traynum following the student forum. Dr. Reynolds then noted to the audience, "You should all be quite proud, because I think of all the campuses in the CSU, you have the prettiest view from your windows."

"Lastly, I'd just like to say that student input is desired and welcome at all times. Be sure you are involved in important campus decisions, not just the little ones. Get out into the mainstream. You are our future resource!"

Speed Bumps Installed

Last week, speed bumps were installed in the main parking lot of Cal State San Bernardino. The bumps were originally constructed too high, and so they had to be rebuilt.

"As laid down originally, the speed bumps would have been more of a hazard than a safety feature," said James Urata, Director of Plant Operations. The approximate cost for the bumps was $2000.
Learning Traveler Series Offers Tips

How about spending the summer discovering the culture, history, and people of exotic Tahiti? Or studying psychology in China, biology and geology in Galapagos Archipelago, art restoration in Florence, or spend an academic semester at sea visiting 10 to 12 countries, and possibly earn credit for it? These are the types of adventure-filled education opportunities you'll find in The Learning Traveler series. The only books of their kind.

Vol. 2 lists about 900 summer foreign study programs sponsored by U.S. colleges and universities and private organizations in every part of the world. All the programs are scheduled to take place between April and October, and last from three days to three months. Although they are study programs, many include optional time for your own travel and exploration of the host country.

If you'd rather study abroad for a longer period—say a semester or an academic year—The Learning Traveler: U.S. College-Sponsored Programs Abroad: Academic Year is your key to over 800 semester and academic-year study programs sponsored by accredited U.S. colleges and universities around the world.

Both books, published by the Institute of International Education, list everything you'll need to know about enrolling in a foreign program. When, where, and how long the programs are; pre-session orientation, course descriptions including prerequisites, credit, teaching methods, language of instruction, housing, costs; scholarships; work-study, and program evaluation.

Each volume costs $9.95. To order a copy of either Vacation Study Abroad or U.S. College-Sponsored Programs Abroad: Academic Year send a check for $9.95 (includes first-class postage & handling) to Communications Division, Box LTS, Institute of International Education, 809 United Nations Plaza, New York, NY 10017.

Summer Study in Far East

A tour to the Far East, with special travel/study options, has been scheduled by California State University in Chico for the summer of 1983.

The tour will go to Hong Kong, with day-trips into Red China, Singapore, Bangkok, Taipei, and Madras in India.

The price of $1,779 includes roundtrip air-fare on Singapore Airlines from San Francisco or Los Angeles, accommodations at quality hotels, American breakfasts daily, taxes, services, airport transfers, half-day tours in each city, and daily assistance and lectures from the tour directors.

Tour directors are Dr. Tom S. Reck, Professor of English at California State University and Coordinator of Film Studies there; and David B. Reck, professor of Music at Amherst College, Amherst, Massachusetts, authority in Asian music, and an accomplished performer on Indian musical instruments.

A single supplement is available at an additional fee. Late returns are possible at no extra basic air-fare cost for those wishing to extend their travel time to visit Japan, Bali, Burma, The Phillipines, or Hawaii.

University-level credits are available through a course entitled "Images of The East in Modern Fiction," which will use the novels of such writers as Graham Greene, John LeCarre, Joseph Conrad, and James Clavell as a basis for immersion into the atmosphere of The East.

Although sponsored by California State University, the tour is open to anyone and will be composed of students, educators, and simply individuals interested in the economic and cultural advantages of a tour sponsored by a non-profit educational facility.

For additional information, contact International Programs, California State University, Chico, CA, 95929; or Dr. Tom S. Reck, English Department, California State University, Chico, CA. Telephone: 916-895-5801 or 916-343-0239.

Blood Drive on March 9

How could you provide a service for both yourself and the community in less than one hour? It can be done by stopping by the Student Health Center on Wednesday, March 9th, and donating to the annual Blood Drive. The staff from the local Blood Bank will be on hand from 10 until 3 that day. Help keep the Cal State Blood Reserve Fund well supplied. More information will be available in next week's issue, or call the Health Center for details. (887-7641)

The Pacific Review

is now accepting manuscripts for publication. Typed work should be submitted to the English Department (PL 248), on or before March 16, 1983.

Poetry and short fiction only. Please enclose a self-addressed, stamped envelope.
Collective Bargaining works for the CSU

Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds has issued the following statement on the outcome of the vote counting process by the Public Employees Relations Board to determine the exclusive bargaining agent for faculty of The California State University:

"The Legislature in passing the collective bargaining law for higher education provided the process for the California State University faculty and other employees to vote on the question of representation by an exclusive bargaining agent. The election results for the faculty were delayed for over a year because of disputed ballots.

"On February 17, 1983 the Public Employees Relations Board conducted a final vote count which determined the Congress of Faculty Associations as the exclusive bargaining agent for the faculty.

Certification by PERB of the exclusive bargaining agent will be in ten days unless objections to the election are filed. The determination of the faculty bargaining agent will end the ambiguous situation that has existed for the last year.

"It is well known that the CSU is now facing severe funding inadequacies which could affect students and faculty. Despite these budget problems, I am hopeful that, within the collective bargaining process, positive employee-employer relationships will continue. The CSU intends to bargain in good faith with its employees.

"Most importantly, the CSU and its faculty must work together to preserve excellence in higher education for California students and to secure adequate funding for this purpose."

CFA is new C.B. rep.

The Congress of Faculty Associations (CFA) has been elected collective bargaining agent for some 18,000 faculty members in the California State University. The decision came after state election officials opened 49 ballots today which had been challenged by CFA's rival, the United Professors of California (UPC). CFA won the hotly-contested runoff election with 6,580 votes to UPC's 6,541 votes.

The winning union's president, Professor William Crist of CSC Stanislaus, immediately congratulated UPC leaders for a hard-fought campaign and urged them to support the new bargaining agent.

UPC. Loses Election

The United Professors of California (UPC) has lost one of the closest faculty representational elections in the history of higher education collective bargaining. The Congress of Faculty Associations (CFA) eked out a narrow 39 vote victory as the result of counting 49 previously challenged ballots, which took place today.

UPC, affiliated with AFT/AFL-CIO, and CFA, affiliated with NEA/CSEA/AAUP, had been engaged in merger talks since the original, inconclusive vote count in May of last year. However, these talks had recently broken down when CFA rejected a merger where each organization would be equally represented and where members would have individual choice as to

which of the two organizations' state and national affiliates to belong to.

UPC President Stewart Long, commenting after today's vote count, expressed the hope that a UPC-CFA merger can still be worked out. "The CFA vote margin of only 39 votes out of over 13,000 cast is not an overhanging faculty mandate," Long said. He noted that UPC, with nearly twice the membership of CFA and already the exclusive representative for over 13,000 CSU academic support professionals, would continue to work on behalf of CSU faculty. "If an equitable UPC-CFA merger cannot be worked out," Long added, "CFA's narrow organizational victory will actually be a defeat for faculty as a whole in its quest for a strong, united bargaining agent."

A.S. Elections Upcoming

by Terry Swindell A.S. BOD School of Administration & Bill Freije A.S. BOD, School of Natural Sciences

As the Associated Students annual elections for next year's officers approaches, it appears that there will be several candidates for each of the coveted offices-President, Vice-President & Treasurer. There is unusually high interest in the offices compared to last year's elections when the three current officers ran unopposed.

Even with this increase in interest in the positions, there is still a sense of indifference on the part of the general student population with respect to the function of the Associated Students on campus. This is truly unfortunate in that it is A.S. who sponsors a diverse range of events designed for the enrichment of your education.

The students on this campus would probably be more interested in the provisions of A.S. if they were aware of the responsibilities of their A.S. officers. Remember, it is your money and you have a right to say how it is to be spent! Get involved and feel free to stop by the A.S. office located in the Student Union any time.

This year's A.S. officers are Elise Traynum, President; Greg Scott, Vice-President; Steve Wood, Treasurer; and Lee Ann Overstreet, Executive Assistant.

Your representation on the A.S. Board of Directors are: Judy Brash, Social Sciences; Lisa Chakos, Education; Bill Freije, Natural Science; Terry Swindell, Business Administration; Don Tasker, Undeclared; and Bernard Zaleha, Interdisciplinary & Dual Majors.
S.A.I.L. Awarded Grant

The U.S. Department of Education has awarded the Student Assistance in Learning (SAIL) program $125,636 for fiscal 1983-84, enabling the program to continue to provide assistance to disadvantaged students. SAIL operates under a four-year Special Services for Disadvantaged Students grant, with this term ending August 1984. However, each year the college must apply for a continuation of funding.

Support for 1983-84, which is the same as the amount granted for 1982-83, is lower than anticipated, according to Jean Peacock, program coordinator. In addition, the budget for 1982-83 represented a four-percent drop from the previous year. When the four-year grant ends in August 1984, the college will have received $508,978. Ms. Peacock expects to apply for another commitment from the Department of Education to extend the program for four more years.

Targeted toward low-income, physically handicapped and/or first-generation college students, SAIL is designed to help them succeed in college. Students receive assistance in study skills, reading, writing and basic arithmetic, through tutoring, learning labs, and special workshops and seminars. SAIL staff members also provide personal and academic counseling and refer students to services on and off campus when additional help is needed.

Dr. Ackley resigns as Academic Dean

Dr. Richard T. Ackley has resigned as Associate Dean of Academic Administration, effective in September, to return to full-time teaching.

As associate dean since 1974, Dr. Ackley has assisted the dean of academic administration in planning, securing, and allocating instructional facilities and equipment and in administering the academic affirmative action program. He joined the college in 1972 as a part-time lecturer and is now associate professor of political science. Dr. Ackley holds a Ph.D. in International Relations from USC, and M.A. in Political Science from the University of Hawaii, and a B.A. in History from USC.

Winter Workshop Offered

During the Fall Quarter, the School of Humanities and the Career Planning and Placement Center initiated a new series of quarterly workshops designed specifically to discuss job opportunities for majors in the School of Humanities. The Fall Quarter workshop was held on November 17, and involved a speaker from the Internal Revenue Service. Arrangements have been finalized for the Winter Quarter workshop. The session will take place on Wednesday, March 9, from 3-4 p.m. in the Humanities Meeting Room (PL 241).

Mr. Joe Moore representing the Connecticut General Life Insurance Company, will be the presenter. Mr. Moore's presentation will include, but not be limited to, career opportunities for Humanities majors with Connecticut General, the insurance industry in general, and the value of a Humanities degree in a business setting. Mr. Moore will also reflect on his own career progression as a Humanities (Music) major. All School of Humanities students and faculty are encouraged to attend.

Take the Outward Bound Challenge

Over 8,000 men and women, both adults and students, will take part in a unique program called "Outward Bound" this year. While many come to Outward Bound seeking a taste of high adventure - and they'll probably get it - most will leave with a new understanding of themselves after discovering they are capable of doing things they might previously have thought impossible. Outward Bound believes many limits are self-imposed.

Backpacking, mountaineering, rock climbing, canoeing, skiing, snowshoeing, sailing, cycling, rafting, and even caving form the core of the Outward Bound experience, depending on the environment in which the course takes place. Previous outdoor experience or equipment is unnecessary. Academic credit is often available, as is financial aid. In addition, several Outward Bound schools offer no-interest tuition loan plans, some up to three years.

Outward Bound courses are offered year-round and last from 5 to 26 days. For information, write Outward Bound, Inc., 384 Field Point Rd., Greenwich, CT 06830, or call toll free 800-243-8520.
How Not To Get Hired

by Stephanie Anderson

In this world there are two groups of people. The most recognizable is the working class. These are the ones who wake up, get dressed, rush to their cars, and yell on the freeways everyday, much as a red-eyed laboratory mouse runs a maze. Then there is the second group of people. These are the fat, lazy hamsters who never leave their cages, the non-worker I am considered an expert. You see, all hamsters and aspiring workers I am considered an expert.

The first group of people, the first step takes some preparation. You should begin about two weeks before the interview. This step requires that you not have any personal hygiene. In this process you may alienate a few friends but just continue to think of the eventual rewards. To begin you must not wash your hair. When your hair stands unbrushed, it will not have any luster, and the color reminds you of the red clay found only in the desert, perfection!

Next you must not wash your body. You might hurry this process along by playing five sets of tennis in 101 degree heat. When you can remind others of crunchy red onions simply shave your legs. The prickly stubs sticking through the nylon will resemble a cactus.

Then, spray a large section of your hair, possibly the part that is standing, a beautiful, balsful blue to match the polka-dots in your skirt. In choosing the correct shoes, be outlandish, be brave, wear those four inch, ankle strapped, gold shoes you bought five years ago to wear to a party and have left in your closet ever since. None of your outfit would be complete without the little accessories which spell your personality, wear your fake gold lame belt which buckles in the back. Do not forget your lucky drop dice earrings which are only five-sided. Remember to wear those plastic beads which match the blue in your hair. And of course, do not forget your purple purse made of imitation parachute material which makes a swishing noise as it rubs against your legs.

Up to this point things are not going as planned and the employer actually looks interested, bring step three into action. Talk Valley Talk. This is to be used only in the most desperate situations and has never failed. Show your smug-frosted, sun-dried, trend-coaxed cultural background. You was from the wasteland of Southern California, show it! Drop phrases like, "Gag me with a spoon." "Hurt me, hurt me-like, give me a leather teddy." Do not forget the ever popular, "Oh my Gawd!" Be sure to ask the interviewer, "Like, didn't we meet before at Video World in the Galleria?"

If you have them, my devices for not getting hired. Follow these directions and you can become just like me: a three-hundred-pound, soap opera, Harlem romance, and Sugar Babies junkie. All the red-eyed rats are probably thinking I'm wasting my life. Well, it's not a living and someone has to do it. Remember there are two types of people in this world. I simply prefer being a cloistered hamster. Which would you prefer?
Parents Weekend And CSCSB Open House April 22-24

The Serrano Village Council sent a letter home to your parents or guardians this past week. Enclosed was an invitation to Serrano Village’s second annual Parents’ Weekend, to be held April 22-24. That weekend is also CSCSB’s Open House and the Inland Empire’s first major computer workshop and technology exhibit (ME Festival).

Your parents are invited to stay with you in your room or in a hotel or motel near the campus. We enclosed a list of lodging in our letter.

Presently we are planning a full weekend which includes a special breakfast, outdoor theme dinner, softball game, campus tour, bake-off contest, The Parent and Son or Daughter Game (similar to The Newlywed Game) and a campus-wide Casino Night. Also in the letter was a final munchie care package reminder for Winter Quarter’s finals week, a favorite recipe request that could possibly be used in the Commons, and information about the ME Festival.

If you would like to participate in the planning of Parent’s Weekend, please see Sherri in the Housing Office. Encourage your parents to come. It will be lots of fun!

Congratulations!

Calendar Semi-Finalists

Congratulations! These are the 25 semi-finalists for the CSCSB calendar of 1984: Beajean, John-Pierre; Bednarak, Pete; Bernard, Bernie; Bullington, Robin; Caver, Ervin; Charin, Randy; Dietrich, Marc; Dittimoore, Joe; Evans, Brad; Forrester, Kevin; Fosdick, Bruce; Groves, Phil; Haste, Remus; Hooper, Chris; Horwitt, Eric; McKell, Shawn; Nicholson, Tim; Notingham, Greg; Reid, Tom; Ricks, Jeff; Romani, Dan; Rose, Mike; Staley, Paul; Tyrrel, Steve; Wilkerson, Paul.

There will be a mandatory meeting Friday, March 4, at 11:30 in the Student Union. Come with an idea on what you plan to wear for the show. We want to thank everyone who participated. The decision was tough. Anyone who is interested in helping out, we’d love to hear your ideas. You may pick up your photos at the front desk in the Student Union. Once again, thank you.

Did you know....?

Inviting a friend to visit the Village is one way to tell your friends about the good times and good living in Serrano Village.

Bonus: Check with the Housing Office for a free breakfast pass.
Casino Night Set

Waterman House and the Village are sponsoring a campus-wide Casino Night to be held at Sat. April 23, in conjunction with Parents’ Weekend. Waterman has planned a full night of events with "gaming," entertainment, dancing, food and drink. The evening meets all campus, local, and state laws. It is purely for fun with no illegal gambling involved.

The residents of Waterman and the Village Council would like to invite you to join in on the fun. We need dealers and entertainment for the evening. Prior to the event, there will be a workshop on how to deal, so you don’t have to be an experienced dealer!

If you have any talent in the areas of music, dancing, skits, or comedy acts, don’t be bashful. We need you!

If you have any talent in the areas of music, dancing, skits, or comedy Casino Night has the potential to be highly successful and will be an excellent chance for students, faculty, and staff to interact. Everyone is welcome to join in on the fun!

Our first general planning meeting was Tuesday, March 1, in Waterman’s living room. The second meeting will be announced soon.

Hi School Students Visited

On Thursday, February 24, high school students from Banning High visited the campus and stayed overnight in the Village. A few of the many Village residents who signed up to be Village hosts had the opportunity to host our first visitors in this program. Special thanks to Sharon Rubin, Sharon Saks, Dan Schaefer, and Keller Lappenlatz for working the time.

The high school students ate in the Commons, were treated at the Health Commons, went to the Thursday Night Dance, and spent Friday morning visiting a class and touring the campus. They seemed to enjoy their visit.

Village Music

On Wed. Feb. 23, Serrano Village had its first Village Entertainer, a program created to showcase talent in a coffee house atmosphere. Debbie Wissel and Joe Labita performed around a warm fireplace in the Student Union. It was a delightful evening of music that everyone enjoyed. If you missed it this time, don’t worry — another Village Entertainer is already being planned. So look for posters announcing when and where soon!

Personal

Hey, that’s it you guys!! Barf out!! Make me puke!! You all are sooo grossy!! First its ear wax, then foot fungus, now burpers!! Yech!!

Yes Ms. White it’s that time again. A whole nother year gone by. Happy B-Day and have many-a-more.

To the wonderfully warm and most generous individual. I thank you very much for the subscription to "Muscle and Fitness". I received my first copy Feb. 24th (April issue), I really appreciate it. Yours in health and strength, Bernie.

Bo-Deb: Fasten your seatbelts, it’s going to be a bumpy night!

To Philip, Judy, and Sharon: You did a terrific job on the club workshop “P.P.P.” I think I’ll keep ya! A.D.

To Chantal: Happy Birthday from the people who tease you the most. We love ya. The Staff.

BJ., Well, do you? Spunky and Beachy.

Phillip, who are you? WHO

To Chantal, Happy Birthday — 2 days late. Ya know we love you!

The Continuing Saga of Pomp and Circumstance

Matt Agretti was released from prison on bail in time to attend Millissa’s funeral. Baxter was irate when Matt arrived. He accused Matt of being a murderer. He attacked Matt and told him he was going to jail for killing Millissa. Baxter was going to make sure of that.

Meanwhile, Captain Trench received startling new evidence. A nurse at the hospital had discovered from a patient that someone other than Matt had gone into Millissa’s room the night of Millissa’s death.

Dean John Colby met Christine Blake, a new sociology professor at Fibber University. John and Christine found that they had a great deal in common and began to spend a lot of time together. John’s life was finally pulling together.

Captain Trench had Matt, Anne, Baxter, and Gina all meet him at the hospital because of the new evidence. When they arrived they found that he was going to re-enact the night of Millissa’s death.

He went to Millissa’s room and had a nurse lie in bed to simulate Millissa and he acted as the one who pulled the plug. Captain Trench did exactly as he imagined it happened. Suddenly, Baxter broke down in tears and yelled for him to stop. He couldn’t watch it, not again. Baxter admitted his guilt. He had killed Millissa. Matt hadn’t done it.
Scholarship Available

On March 8, 1857, women from the garment and textile industry in New York staged a demonstration protesting low wages, the 12-hour workday and increasing workloads. The strike called for improved working conditions and equal pay for all working women. Their march was dispersed by the police, some of the women arrested, and some trampled in the confusion.

Three years later, in March of 1860, these women formed their own union and called again for these demands to be met. On March 8, 1908, thousands of women from the needle trades industry demonstrated for the same demands. But now, 51 years later, demands for legislation against child labor and for the right of women to vote were added to demands for shorter hours and better working conditions. In 1910, the German labor leader Clara Zetkin proposed that March 8 be proclaimed International Women’s Day in memory of those earlier struggles of women for better lives.

Over the next sixty years, March 8 was celebrated mostly in socialist countries. By 1967, the day began to be celebrated by some groups in the United States. In the past few years it has become a widely celebrated day for most women’s organizations and groups. Rallies, forums, panels, conferences, demonstrations, radio programs, media shows and school programs will all be part of the 1983 celebration of women’s rights and their contributions to the history and culture of the world. National Women’s History Week is celebrated each year during the week in which March 8 falls.

This year, 1983, is the 75th anniversary of International Women’s Day. Celebrate!

Int’l Women’s Day

Intercollegiate Sports

In response to interest expressed at all levels, including the Chancellor’s Office, President Anthony H. Evans has established a task force to investigate the possibility of initiating intercollegiate athletics here. A campus forum is planned for April. The task force will report its recommendations to President Evans by early June.

Dean Ward McAfee (Social and Behavioral Sciences) chairs the task force, which has been divided into four subcommittees. They are:

- Campus and community support — Acting Dean John Hatton (Dean of Students Office), chair, Perry Amendt, alumnus; Dr. Jill Buroker (Philosophy); Lee Ann Overstreet (Associated Students Executive Assistant and student).
- Sports facilities and personnel — Acting Executive Dean James Uratu (Plant Operations), chair, Richard Laabs (Children’s Center), student; Dr. Reginald Price (Physical Education and Recreation).
- Finance — Dr. James Thomas (Academic Administration), chair, Lance Masters (Business Administration); Dr. Reginald Price; Donald Sapronetti (Accounting); Dr. Barbara Sirotkin (Business Administration).
- Conference participation and scheduling — Acting Executive Dean James Uratu (Plant Operations), chair, Dr. Buroker; Dr. Ronald Dowd (Health Science and Human Ecology).

A Special Education Scholarship Available

The Council for Exceptional Children, Local Chapter 378, is offering a $200 scholarship to a grade level student interested in working in special education or ancillary services. The scholarship is for the 1983-84 school year. The applicant must have a 3.0 grade point average and be a resident of San Bernardino County.

Applications should be mailed to Jeanne C. Davis, Program Manager, Staff Development, WESESS, 211 W. Fifth St., Ontario, CA 91762, by April 15, 1983. Interviews will be held on May 15, 1983.

Applications are available in the CSCSB Financial Aid Office.

Nursing Scholarship

The Veterans Administration announced that it is seeking applications for its Health Professions Scholarship Program for the 1983 fall school term.

The program, authorized by Congress, provides support for baccalaureate and master’s nursing students on a pay-back-in-service basis. The scholarship provides tuition, educational expenses and a monthly stipend with participants agreeing to serve a minimum of two years as a full-time registered nurse in one of VA’s 172 hospitals or 226 outpatient clinics.

Six million dollars of scholarship support will be available during the first year of the program to 342 students from a pool of more than 2,000 eligible applicants. Most participants are third and fourth year baccalaureate nursing students while a few awards were made to master’s degree candidates. These master’s students are pursuing clinical specialties particularly needed by the VA, including gerontology, medical/surgical, and adult psychiatric/mental health. In 1983-84 school year, master’s students in Nursing Service Administration will be eligible to apply for the Scholarship Program.

Applications for the scholarships and information about the program are available from the CSCSB Financial Aid Office. Requests for applications must be made to the Scholarship Program before May 10, 1983. Completed applications must be submitted to the Scholarship Office no later than June 1, 1983.

The Scholarship Bank

Students in need of financial aid for next fall should begin now to apply for the thousands of scholarships being offered by private foundations, trade and civic groups and other sources. There are over 25,000 different scholarships available, according to the director of The Scholarship Bank. Scholarships are available from tax exempt foundations that are required by law to make a certain amount of financial aid available each year in order to maintain their tax-exempt status.

The Scholarship Bank matches students with available aid and sends the student a print-out of the private financial aid sources that appear to be most promising for that student. Each student may receive up to 50 sources of aid. Most scholarships have a value of approximately $1,000, and many are renewable annually. Financial need is only one of several criteria to receive aid. According to The Scholarship Bank, major in college, occupational goal, geographic preference, military service of the student of his parent, employer, union membership, academic standing, ethnic heritage, and whether the student is interested in work-study, loans, essay contests and the like all determine eligibility for aid.

Students wishing to receive a print-out should send a stamped, business-size self addressed envelope to The Scholarship Bank, 1010 Santa Monica Blvd., No. 750, Los Angeles, CA. 90017. A questionnaire for the student to fill out describing him/herself will be sent back to the student and the applicant then can receive the personalized information.

Feiffer’s People Set to Open

The Serrano Village Play Production of the comedy "Feiffer’s People" is ready to open with a bang! Directors Bruce Fodick and Tim Reilly and the cast have worked long and hard to create a show for everyone to enjoy.

This is a student production with dorm students as the cast. All are looking forward to the plays run on March 7 and 8 in the SUMP. Presale tickets will be available beginning Wed. and Thurs., March 3 and 4 in front of the library. Tickets will be $1.00 each. All are encouraged to come for a fun evening of entertainment.

Thanks, A.S.

A special thanks to Associated Students for allocating $400 for the Village production of Feiffer’s People to be held in the SUMP March 7-8. The Housing Office apologizes for not including Associated Students on the Feiffer’s People posters. We appreciate your continual support.
VILLAGE STUDENTS PRESENT

Feiffer's People

Monday and Tuesday

MARCH 7 & 8 8:15 P.M.
STUDENT UNION MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM

co-sponsored by Serrano Village Council and Associated Students

Admission $1.00
EPA Mismanagement

by Wayne Dean Parkinson

Three years ago, Congress created Superfund, a $1.6 billion dollar pool of money to help clean up toxic waste dumps and help prevent more poisonous substances from seeping into the nation’s soil and ground water. Three years later, 418 dangerous sites have been identified, and to the despair of local governments and the concerned, only five of those sites have been cleaned.

There are an estimated 80,000 chemical dump sites, one of the largest and most potentially dangerous is the Springfellow Acid Pits near Riverside, CA, where 32 million gallons of toxic wastes have been dumped. Twenty-nine percent of water wells are polluted in cities with populations over 10,000.

Who is trying to fool whom? When the Reagan Administration started its new policies, there were about 14,075 EPA employees. Now there are 10,396. In the area of hazardous waste personnel dropped in two years from 311 to 75. More reductions and cutbacks are predicted.

Only one-half the number of civil suits against air and water polluters were turned over to the Justice Department last year, compared to the number of civil suits against air and water polluters by Wayne Dean Parkinson and his henchpersons simply are not capable of understanding what is at stake if something is not done.

Once ground water and soil is saturated with toxic chemicals, it is useless for human use for generations, period. When it is used, a certain increase in the rate of cancer, leukemia, and birth defects, along with a general decline in health, occurs. This is not theory but a fact, with Love Canal, NY, and Times Beach, MO, as proof, as well as smaller less publicized instances of toxic waste leakages.

As technology grows more complex, there is need for more environmental checks for the protection of the people and industry. Most of what is causing the trouble now was dumped 20 to 30 years ago. What kinds of messes are yet to turn up by the year 2000?

According to Harris Polls and Continental Group, Inc., surveys, a very strong majority of Americans (65 to 77%) believe that the environment should be a top priority, even at the expense of the economy. Reagan is definitely not listening to the mandate of the people as the Republican Party once stated. He only listens to that which serves his purposes and the interests of his administration, most of whom were selected from the higher ranks of non-progressive industry.

Considering the paper shredders, the missing and disappearing documents, the erasures on subpoenaed information, the outright lies, conflicts of interest, political manipulation of clean-up activities, and harassment of EPA whistle-blowers. I do not believe that Ann Gorsuch Burford should not be only the scapegoat for contempt of Congress. She was generally follow­ing orders. I believe that Reagan and his advisors should be held directly accountable for this political cover-up and that the EPA should be taken away from the executive branch and placed under the stricter scrutiny of the legislative and judicial branches of government. This would insure that the EPA would be more directly responsible to the real mandate of the people, and that laws would be enforced rather than ignored or open to negotiation when the public safety and health is at stake.

Another suggestion is that when someone is placed in a position to protect the environment, he or she should come from an eco­science/administrative background. I have gathered most of my information from articles in Time and U.S. News and World Report and the adventures of Isaac and Isabelle by Wayne Parkinson

Isaac and Isabelle sat on the front porch and watched them install the pipe. The next morning the creek ran beer and ketchup red; phosphate sucked hung like whipped cream from the cat tails and the fish started swimming sideways. They were told not to worry. Isabelle’s baby was stillborn and Isaac is dying of brain cancer. It must have been a coincidence.

GEE... A THREE BEDROOM HOUSE FOR ONLY TWO HUNDRED BUCKS... WHAT'S THE CATCH?

HE'S FROM THE EPA... HE SAYS HE GIVES A HOOT AND HE WANTS TO SQUEAL ON ANNE GORSUCH...
CSCSB Newman Club presents

Conflicts Within Women

Does going to college clash with your role in your family, your culture, or your religion?

a panel discussion featuring

Dr. Gloria Cowan - Chair of the Psychology Department. Historical perspective on inequality of sexes as basis for present conflicts.

Ms. Nadine Chavez - Counselor and Coordinator of the EOP program. Cultural conflicts caused by family needs, role descriptions, and dating standards.

Ms. Maura O’Neill - Catholic Campus Minister. Conflicts of female identity caused by religious beliefs and practices.

Tues., March 8th, Noon in the SUMP

It’s coming soon!

The Marketing Association

Everything You Wanted to Know About Podiatry and Were Afraid to Ask

sponsored by the Pre-Health Profession Club

Wednesday, Mar. 2, at noon
BI 101

A representative from the California College of Podiatric Medicine will present a film and will speak on campus about the opportunities in the field of podiatric medicine.
Are you able to pay an additional student fee of $230 to attend CSU next year?

If Governor Deukmejian's proposed 1983-84 budget goes through, the average student fee will be $671.00.

The $230 Increase
- is designed once again to help balance the state budget
- won't improve the quality of your education

In addition to the $230 increase in the Governor's state budget, he has also called for severe cuts in education. We'll be paying more for less.

Students are urgently requested to write their legislative representatives expressing concern about the dwindling support for education by the legislature.

Higher fees would seriously affect access to postsecondary education. Excessive student fees means faculty layoffs, lower enrollments and a diminishing commitment from our legislators towards higher education.

Do your part and write your state representatives. Tell them how the increases in fees and cuts in education affect you. Help us help ourselves.

Write:

**Senators:**
- Ruben Ayala
  - 32nd District
  - 515 N. Arrowhead
  - Suite 100
  - San Bernardino 92405
- Robert Presley
  - 34th District
  - 2 E. Citrus Ave.
  - Redlands 92373

**Assemblymen:**
- Terry Goggin
  - 66th District
  - 290 N. D St.
  - San Bernardino 92401
- Bill Leonard
  - 67th District
  - 405 E. Citrus Ave.
  - Redlands 92373

**Governor:**
- George Deukmejian
  - State Capitol
  - Sacramento 95814

Prepared by the California State Student Association